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Preface

Through the identified value of the user experience of
digital products and services there is a growing need
for UX managers in many organizations. Employees in
this new role are facing big and complex challenges.
Informaat organizes on a regular basis sessions of the
UX Management Roundtable. In these meetings
challenges are addressed UX managers are facing in
large organizations. In the past two years five sessions
of the UX Management Roundtable were organized.

This white paper is a reflection of the conversations and
contains an overview of the most important challenges
of UX managers (in The Netherlands) and the various
ways in which they deal with these challenges. Some
are successful, others not (yet).

UX Management Roundtable:
An Informaat initiative

“With the increased relevance of digital products and
services many organizations decide to structure and
formalize their research, design and development
activities for user experience. They initiate dedicated
teams, groups or departments with a manager as a
leader. In this way, a new role is emerging with specific
tasks, responsibilities and competencies: the UX
manager.
UX managers are confronted with multiple challenges.
And it is expected of them to come up with successful
responses. But the UX manager role is new and there
are but few sources for learning and inspiration to be
found. That's why Informaat took the initiative to
regularly organize meetings for managers of UX teams
and departments. These meetings are invite-only and
intended to provide an opportunity to a small group of
participants to share their challenges and responses and
to learn and inspire each other.
The meetings are very practical and they address
relevant themes for UX managers. Examples are
internal evangelizing, professional development of
team members, structuring design and development
processes and cooperation with marketing, technology,
and product management.”
Source: About the UX Management Roundtable
(Informaat, 2013)

Purpose and structure

This white paper provides an overview of the most
important and pressing challenges and trends UX
managers (in the Netherlands) are facing in 2015 as a
result of external and internal developments.
In particular technological trends and developments
have significant social and economic consequences for
organizations. They have to formulate adequate and
successful responses to these.
External: Increase of digital touch points; growing
attention to customer experience; more and more
applications for self-service in the digital domain, and
start-ups threatening to disrupt the incumbents.
Internal: Motto 'customer central'; organizations
initiate in-house UX departments; design and customer
experience becoming mission critical and a changing
balance of in-house designers and design agencies.

Profile of the
UX manager
ROLE

TASKS

To balance the internals (people, processes, and
projects) and the externals (customer interactions) of
the organization.

•

To facilitate the growth of the UX team.

•

To provide the UX team with appropriate tooling.

•

To identify and frame problems, not to solve them.

•

To guarantee the effectiveness, efficiency and focus
of the UX team.

•

To translate corporate strategy and digital strategy in
opportunities of the UX team.

•

To contribute to change in the organization (for
example 'customer-centricity').

To quantify results of research, design and
evaluation.

•

To evangelize a culture of user and customer
experience in the organization.

•

•

•

To grow the complementary skills of the UX team of
researchers, designers and developers persistently.

Challenges and responses

The fundament of the UX Management Roundtable is
based upon the relation between challenges and
responses. And not on problems and solutions.
Solutions suggest they make problems disappear.
Successful responses to challenges don't make them
disappear but they simplify them or change their
nature. Challenges which are grounded in external and
internal trends and developments.
UX managers (in The Netherlands) mainly have an
operational role and are facing all kinds of new
challenges. They have to come up with adequate
responses and take on challenges all the time.
Challenges which are mostly managerial by nature.
Therefore, this white paper outlines the outcome of the
sessions in terms of challenges and responses. In this
way, we provide a framework for challenges from a
managerial perspective.

Format challenges & responses

FACETS OF THE CHALLENGE
The background of the challenge
Which internal and/or external trends are the cause of
this challenge for UX managers?
Challenge for the UX manager
The challenge phrased in terms of the role, tasks and
activities of the UX manager.

ELEMENTS OF THE RESPONSES
Responses within the roundtable
Various responses on the challenge (with two or three
examples) and how successful they are.
Responses outside the roundtable
Responses from the discipline (the 'literature')
Critical success factors
The parameters of adequate and successful responses.

POSITIONING
The challenge and successful responses positioned in a
model, the CX Framework of Informaat.
(For an explanation of this framework, see App. II)

Challenge 1

Permanent improvement
of UX teams

BACKGROUND
External developments (new opportunities for
personalization, omni-channel and -device) lead to
complex design challenges and require strong
professionalization of the team. The labor market for
recruiting seasoned UX professionals (for example
service designers, interaction designers and visual
designers) proves difficult to many organizations. There
is scarcity in the marketplace: recruiting the right
people is not a simple task. Experienced professionals
seeking employment view both the C/UX maturity of
the organization as well as its UX department with a
critical eye.

CHALLENGE FOR THE UX MANAGER
For UX managers the challenge implies more and more
design for ecosystems and not for individual products.
It's about the development of a design method, based
upon abstract rules and principles, in order for
designers to create meaningful products and services.
Such a design approach targets the design of
ecosystems versus individual products. New design
disciplines emerge, like service design. They require
specific and rare competences. Designers of various
levels need to be able to develop their skills to take on
this complexity and are using increasingly new design
languages and systems.

Strategic

Tactical

Operational

Service

Organization

Technology

CX Framework explanation, see Appendix II

Responses on
challenge 1
RESPONSES WITHIN THE ROUNDTABLE

RESPONSES OUTSIDE THE ROUNDTABLE

From the conversations within the roundtable it
appeared a challenge for all UX managers to find and
retain talented (visual) designers with specific
competences. Designers who not only deliver quality
designs, but who also can explain and defend these
designs. There's a need for designers who can provide a
systematic fundament. It appears that designers with
these capabilities are hard to find in The Netherlands,
because these rare talents often emigrate to the US.
Another important aspect is that UX managers often
are not allowed to specify the conditions of the
contract, so they cannot hire who they think are great.

It's obvious that the success of the UX team or
department depends on the quality of its team
members. This quality is a direct result of how
successful the organization is in finding and retaining
good professionals (a.k.a. designers). The way in which
an UX manager performs as a coach, mentor or
facilitator directly determines the quality of the team.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
* To be an attractive employer with challenging
projects in interesting domains and complex design
challenges. * To work in multi-disciplinary teams based
upon mutual respect and with great freedom.

Challenge 2

Successful optimization of
UX design and Agile development

BACKGROUND
In dynamic environments, the conventional process of
software development ('waterfall') doesn't result into
required outcomes. In time (it always lasts longer), in
finance (it always costs more), and in results (it always
doesn't deliver on the promise). This process approach
is abandoned often and replaced by an Agile approach.
A method based upon short, interactive sprints of two
to four weeks in which products and services are
improved incrementally. Organizations demand new
competencies and capabilities during the development
of digital products and services. UX departments have
many interfaces with IT departments and are required
to play an important role in this new process.

CHALLENGE FOR THE UX MANAGER
An important challenge of this approach is the
synchronization of design and development processes.
What's the role of UX professionals in Scrum teams and
how much time is involved? Only detailed design seems
suitable to do in bi-weekly sprints. Strategic or tactical
design, such as envisioning or the design of new UX
concepts, are hardly unified with short cycli of design,
development and delivery. Also, a successful
cooperation is hard due to short and infrequent
involvement of designers.
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CX Framework explanation, see Appendix II

Responses to
challenge 2
RESPONSES WITHIN THE ROUNDTABLE
Most 'brick-and-mortars' have IT departments.
Designers are under the impression that their
contributions are not always valued properly.
Furthermore, these organizations have various modes
of cooperation between UX and development: from
full-time or part-time in projects to (ad hoc)
consultancy. Depending on size, type, and market.
Members also reported that the ratio between concept
and detailed design varies: from 80/20 to 20/80.
In 'digital natives’ with 100% digital touchpoints,
designers are permanent members of Agile teams,
working on optimizations. In these organizations there
is limited room for concept design. They optimize their
existing UX concept and functionalities, other
organizations design new concepts by disconnecting
these trajectories from collaboration in Scrum teams.

RESPONSES OUTSIDE THE ROUNDTABLE
Most organizations are challenged to integrate design
principles with those of Agile. For example, user needs
with 'respond to change versus follow a plan'. Familiar
responses are Lean UX or Agile UX. The so-called
Spotify model with 'tribes, squads, chapters and guilds'
is an inspiring, successful and above all scalable
example.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
* Assign the role of a traffic manager, coordinating and
scheduling requests for design work. * The amount of
design work is often not enough for fulltime
participation in a team. * Traffic managers have a view
on availability, time efforts and distribute these over
various teams.

Challenge 3

Sharing useful outcomes of
tests, evaluations and
research with third parties

BACKGROUND
Evaluation in the broad sense is an integral part of
design: before, during and after. The number of
available methods and techniques for evaluation are
numerous, for qualitative as well as for quantitative
purposes. Besides the variety of methods and
techniques, there is also an increase in the number of
projects within organizations which can benefit from
these kinds of outcomes. Especially results obtained
from research in which customers or users have been
involved.
Strategic

CHALLENGE FOR THE UX MANAGER
It's the task of the UX manager to decide on the role of
customers or users during design and evaluation
processes. Participation of authentic and representative
members from a target group in stead of employees of
the organization. Useful results from research can be
shared with other stakeholders. What, when and how
are things tested? Usability, functionalities and stability
are relevant facets for evaluation. Combinations of
internal test facilities and external insourcing. An
important aspect is a proper formulation of the
research and evaluation question and an effective way
to generalize and share the results. In this way, an UX
team has design and research tasks.
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CX Framework explanation, see Appendix II

Responses to
challenge 3
RESPONSES WITHIN THE ROUNDTABLE

RESPONSES OUTSIDE THE ROUNDTABLE

UX departments deploy usability tests, A/B tests and
user research for evaluation purposes. When possible,
they combine A/B testing with Big Data applications.
Some have an UX Lab or UX Center for researching the
quality of page sets, task flows and prototypes. In an
experimental setting, sometimes on the live site. The
objective is to use quantitative data to improve design
qualitatively. Sometimes, only raw data is available.
And in some cases this kind of data is sufficient and
user research is not outsourced anymore. Teams share
their research results differently: from traditional
reports or regular public meetings to libraries with
research outcomes accessible to all stakeholders.

A proper balance between quantitative and qualitative
research provides designers useful materials to base
their design on. Increasingly, social media and online
platforms are used to share observations. An appealing
example is the use of Evernote at Mailchimp to share
data among all employees. Also, various services for
research appear online, like UserTesting.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
* The appropriate research question and selection of
suitable instruments. * Representative participants in
the research process. * Usable, understandable and
sharable results. * Not only celebrate the successes but
also the failures.

Challenge 4

Increase of the effectiveness
of the UX department through
optimal internal positioning

Strategic

Tactical

Operational

Service

BACKGROUND
The complexity of design within organizations is
increasing. More (digital) touchpoints appear, more
stakeholders emerge and the relevance of customer
experience is widely recognized. Who determines the
goals of the UX department and how big is the
dependence on other departments? The online or UX
department often has a higher speed of innovation
than others. When things are not going fast enough,
the UX department takes the initiative. And
increasingly, marketing departments take charge of
customer experience, while the IT department has the
responsibility of implementation, maintenance and
support of digital services.

CHALLENGE FOR THE UX MANAGER
Tasks, responsibilities and liabilities of the UX
department have various interfaces with other areas of
work, such as business, IT and marketing. The task of
the UX manager is to clearly define the role and remit
of the UX department. The effectiveness of the UX
department is determined by the clarity in which its
responsibilities are laid out. By the nature of its role
and meaning there are inherent limits to what the
department can accomplish. UX managers are
challenged to provide more self reflection and to make
their own SWOT analysis. In this way, they are more
capable to position themselves internally.

Organization

Technology

CX Framework explanation, see Appendix II

Responses to
challenge 4
RESPONSES WITHIN THE ROUNDTABLE

RESPONSES OUTSIDE THE ROUNDTABLE

Designers in 'digital natives' are permanent team
members. The nature and identity of their UX
departments are limited. UX professionals in 'brick-andmortars' organize themselves according to discipline
and work on common initiatives, like style guides,
design frameworks or research. UX managers
coordinate work, tasks and activities with other
departments. Some UX managers feel responsible for
tasks for which they are not actually equipped nor
suited. Often there is a hierarchical relation with
business, IT or marketing. Shared are customer
experience (with business), Agile development (with
IT), and the customer journey (with marketing). The
name and position of the department determines the
field of powers of UX managers.

The organization model of UX departments is different.
Sarah Bloomer makes a distinction between a
consulting model, a hybrid model, a distributed team
and a split team (Appendix I). Furthermore, the CX
Framework (Appendix II) offers a basis for the
positioning of UX departments. The strategic, tactical
and operational perspectives in combination with
facets like people, processes and customer insights are
directly correlated to the competencies, disciplines and
activities of the UX department.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
* An organization model needs to fit within the
domain, industry and products and services of the field
of powers. * Also, the amount and ratio of physical
and digital touchpoints play a role.

Challenge 5

Useful application of Big Data
from the user's and designer’s
perspectives

BACKGROUND
The online behavior of customers can be measured.
Tablets and smart phones have many features and
sensors: geolocation, movement or biometry. Also, the
costs of storage and computation in the cloud have
dropped significantly. As a result, privacy, security and
credibility become more important. The Big Data trend
is visible and noticeable for UX teams. With Big Data,
customer profiles and insights become increasingly
relevant for UX. Detailed and personalized customer
profiles are connected to unique content, interaction
and form. Automated pattern recognition in behavior
can direct, adjust and even determine the UX.
Sometimes, these new opportunities result into
difference of opinion between designers and
marketeers. A moral compass is lacking so far.

CHALLENGE FOR THE UX MANAGER
Customer and user data are the basis for deciding
which content, products and services to offer.
Algorithms connected to design decisions require
guidelines, principles or rules to incorporate certain
elements. What do you do as a designer when one can
predict somebody will divorce soon? Sometimes, data
scientists are added to the UX team. Ethical, moral and
principal frameworks intend to support UX teams. It's
the responsibility of the UX manager to provide these
frameworks for the team.
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CX Framework explanation, see Appendix II

Responses to
challenge 5
RESPONSES WITHIN THE ROUNDTABLE

RESPONSES OUTSIDE THE ROUNDTABLE

UX managers deal with Big Data differently. It's
especially IT, business and marketing which are familiar
with Big Data and think up applications from their
perspectives and interests. The UX department assesses
these initiatives from the perspective of the customer
or user. Conversations are taking place on the
implementation of the (so-called) customer interest.
Adequate responses on ethical issues regarding how far
one can go remain (still) unknown territories for UX
managers. Sometimes, UX professionals are forced into
the role of a judge for what is and what is not
appropriate. There is an increasing awareness that
through the application of Big Data designers need to
learn to think more abstractly. Certainly when AI
systems are able to reason and learn autonomously.

Applications with excellent customer experiences are
essential, also for large enterprises. Especially
technology companies appoint designers who combine
their work with learning algorithms in complex
domains. In this way, designers of the IBM Design
Studio create iOS-applications for enterprises
connected to the IBM Big Data technology Watson.
Applications with excellent customer experiences are
seen as crucial.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
* Put together a code of ethics. * Intensify cooperation
with the field of powers. * Common reference
framework with principles and considerations. * Build
upon sustainable businesses in mission, vision and
(digital) strategy.

OTHER CHALLENGES
During the sessions of the UX Management Roundtable
other challenges than just the 5 described challenges
have been discussed. These were specific to the
industry, organization or situation.
1.

2.

3.

The balance between long term conceptual design
work and operational design to launch features or
improvements in the short term.

4.

The advantages and disadvantages of central or decentral content governance.

5.

The appropriate involvement with and knowledge
of a design in order to explain or defend it as an
UX manager.

6.

The knowledge gap of UX managers and other
bodies of knowledge in an organization, for
example online marketing or a specific technology.

7.

To keep overview of a large team and with
multiple channels, devices and touchpoints.

A way to assess where to invest resources. How to
distinct high risk from low risk product?
The activities, tasks and competencies which are
part of the UX manager’s span of control, and
which ones are not.

1.

There is a large diversity in the perception of
challenges and in the way UX managers formulate
responses to these challenges. These are the result
of the size, the CX/UX maturity and the nature and
diversity of products and services.

2.

Challenges are mostly managerial by nature, like
the way to organize, budget, influence on the
course of action, cooperation with third parties,
allocation of professionals and resources, and the
specification of responsibilities. Design challenges
are mentioned far less.

3.

UX managers are mostly occupied with operational
activities. Strategic activities seem to be absent
what so ever. Ad-hoc UX activities are decreasing,
but according to a certain regularity. Operationally
speaking things are working smoothly. There is
more opportunity for the tactical perspective of
design work. Given the recent character of CX this
area is hardly identified and approached in a
systematic way.

4.

Challenges are mainly finding their cause in
technological development or in significant
changes of customer behavior.

5.

In 'brick-and-mortar' organizations, legacy systems
determine the speed of design and
implementation. This fact is frustrating for many.

Concluding remarks

Challenges in the near future
(2015-2017)

OMNI-CHANNEL, MULTI-DEVICE
From an omni-channel corporate strategy to contribute
intensely to the development of customer journeys.
Actively seeking contributions and cooperation with
stakeholders in the customer journey. Some UX
professionals are even trained to become omni-channel
service designers. UX departments need to prepare
themselves for an adequate design of omni-channel,
multi-device and adaptive services, as well as for
specific content strategies and interactions. Besides
that, UX departments need to apply new approaches
for design and development to these kinds of services.

SPEED OF CHANGE
To follow the increasing speed of change and
innovation in (digital) services ('time-to-market').
Reframing the role, activities and competencies on the
basis of the idea of 'startups within the enterprise' is
necessary for this.

EXPERTISE
Recruitment of experienced UX professionals, like
interaction designers, visual designers and frontend
engineers in a highly competitive market. Passionate
professionals with leadership qualities and a compelling
vision.

UX DESIGN 3.0
Design for open ecosystems with modular (digital)
services. UX managers must be able to facilitate UX
professionals with solutions for getting overview and
grip on the UX, if every interaction is unique and
personal. They need to assess the meaning and
implications of all the new possibilities for (digital)
services (think personalization) on the impact on the
activities of the UX department. A concept like 'meta
design' is relevant is this context.

METHODS, TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS
Design languages and systems with components
libraries ('CX Design Libs' or 'UI Frameworks') establish
and deploy effectively to integrate, unify and
orchestrate the customer experience. Examples are
IBM's Living Language or Google's Material Design
(with WebComponents).

COLLABORATION
Seek, develop and intensify ways to cooperate. Many
activities in organizations have a (in)direct relevance for
UX managers, like Analytics, Development and Content.
UX needs to contribute to the professionalization of
content strategy and organization. And given the
attention to CX, cooperation with Marketing, Customer
Insights and R&D is mandatory. Through visualization
(of the impact) on the CX, UX can acquire a more
strategic role and direct and support decision making.

Profile UX department
In order to get a profile of the UX departments and organizations represented in the UX Management Roundtable,
we identified 12 descriptive items. These items can contain a value, ratio or amount.

ORGANIZATION MODEL
According to typology
Sarah Bloomer (see App. I)

MANDATE
Indication

SIZE
# FTEs (teams)

FOCUS
New (%)
Improve (%)

TOUCHPOINTS
Physical (%)
Digital (%)

BUDGET
In #euro’s

CX MATURITY
Absent, Ad-hoc
Regular, Systematic
(According to Forrester)

ACTIVITIES
Strategic (%)
Tactical (%)
Operational (%)

PROFILE UX MANAGER
Name (#FTE)
Background

INTERNAL POSITIONING
Corporate strategy &
digital strategy

AGILE / SCRUM
Participation to
# Scrum-teams

AVAILABLE DISCIPLINES
Discipline (#)

Profiles UX departments members
These are the averages, ranges and percentages of the 12 items profiling the represented UX departments.

ORGANIZATION MODEL
Hybride (60%)
Consulting (30%)
Split team (10%)

MANDATE
Latent (90%)
Explicit (10%)

SIZE
2-55 FTEs

FOCUS
Renewal (30-70%)
Improvement (70%-30%)

TOUCH POINTS
Physical (5%-50%)
Digital (50%-100%)

BUDGET
< 100k (20%)
100k-500k (30%)
500k-1000k (30%)
> 1000k (20%)

CX MATURITY
Ad-hoc (50%)
Regular (40%)
Systematic (10%)
INTERNAL POSITIONING
Product mgt.
IT
Retail

ACTIVITIES
Strategic (5%)
Tactical (10%)
Operational (85%)
AGILE / SCRUM
# Scrum teams: 2-50

PROFILE UX MANAGER
0,65-1 FTE
#Design, #IT, #ProductMgt

DISCIPLINES
R/T: 5-7/5-6FTE SD: 0-7/0-6FTE
VD: 0-7/0-6FTE ID: 0-37/0-35FTE
IA: 0-7/0-6FTE CW: 0-7/0-6FTE

Members UX Management Roundtable

Jennie Huijboom

Jeroen Mulder

Jasper van Veen

Frank de Wit

Nils Vergeer

Anneke van de Langkruis

Roos Groenewegen

Barbra Wagteveld

Rob Paauw

Pia Mitchell

Maurice Bolte

Tijn Borms

For more information
Contact
Susanne van Mulken ~ susanne.van.mulken@informaat.com
Rob van der Haar ~ rob.van.der.haar@informaat.com
Peter Bogaards ~ peter.bogaards@informaat.com
For feedback or questions, please contact one of the authors.

See also
LinkedIn group* UX Management Roundtable
Reading and watching tips, discussions and announcements
[http://linkd.in/1Egk2fz]
*Invite-only

BiRDS on a W!RE (cat. ‘UX management’)
[http://informaat.com/blog/ux-management]

Appendix I: Organization models Sarah Bloomer
Consulting

Distributed
UX teams are positioned for
specific departments of business
units. Individual UX
professionals are regular project
members. UX teams operate as
autonomous studios.

Central team. Individual UX
professionals are project member in
different departments. They follow
a mutually standardized design
process.

projecten

BU’s

Hybrid

Split teams

Central UX team with subteams
with a strategic, tactical and
operational design and/or
thematic focus.

UX professionals are regular
project members. Teams
belong to a business unit.
They deliver synergy through
regular consultation.
BU’s
projecten

Appendix II: The CX Framework
In order to give structure and to form issues around customer experience, Informaat has developed a CX framework.
This framework provides insights how to achieve excellent customer experience through the creation of a CX vision,
strategy and foundation. Furthermore, it indicates which activities and interventions are needed on the various aspects
that influence the CX, such as: product, brand, customer insights, culture, technology, etc. The CX framework enables
organizations which pursue customer experience excellence to determine which activities they already have
accomplished and what their next step needs to be.
In this report the challenges have been plotted within the CX framework, giving more context for the discussion and
responses.
Perspectives

Services: Products, services, brand and marketing

Strategic

Organization: Customer insights, people, governance,
culture and business model
Dimensions

Area the challenge originates

Services

Organization

Area(s) of challenges and responses
Technology

Tactical

Operational

About Informaat

Informaat is a design and consultancy agency for digital
products and services. We support organizations in the
development and implementation of their digital
strategy.
We work for organizations that want to take their
customer experience to the next level. Informaat was
founded almost three decades ago. Today, the playing
field is much different, however our mission remains
the same: To enrich people's lives by making the digital
products and services they use more attractive, inspiring
and user-friendly.
It is our belief that only the combination of creative
design and a systematic approach leads to sustainable
results.
Please visit informaat.com or follow @informaat.
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Systematic. Sustainable.
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